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Abstract - Material Learning
Natural and man-made information processing systems differ greatly. Evolution has resulted in living
systems that utilize whatever physical properties are exploitable to enhance the fitness for survival.
Nature thereby exploits the emergent properties and massive parallelism of highly interconnected
networks of locally active components. Man-made computers, however, are based on circuits of
functional units, following rigid design rules. In conventional computational paradigms, potentially
exploitable physical processes to solve a problem, are possibly left out. Here, we propose to manipulate
physical systems using Material Learning, to take full advantage of the computational power of
nanomaterials.
We have shown that a designless network of gold nanoparticles can be evolved into Boolean logic gates.
Now we demonstrate that the above principle is generic, and can be demonstrated in other material
systems as well, at much higher temperatures. By exploiting the nonlinearity of a nanoscale network of
dopants in silicon, it is possible to map a limited number of input data to a new, high-dimensional feature
space, in which the data become linearly separable. Using a convolutional neural network approach, it
becomes possible to use our device for handwritten digit recognition. Our approach illustrates the power
of adaptive nanomaterial networks for solving complex computational tasks efficiently.

